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Abstract. By applying time-dependent density functional theory to a twodimensional multielectron atom subject to strong circularly polarized light pulses, we
confirm that the ionization of p orbitals with defined angular momentum depends on
the sense of rotation of the applied field. A simple ad-hoc modification of the adiabatic
local-density exchange-correlation functional is proposed to remedy its unphysical
behaviour under orbital depletion.
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1. Introduction
The dynamics of atoms and molecules in strong laser pulses is of immense interest as it
is the basis of current realizations of attosecond-scale experiments [1]. More specifically,
photoelectron momentum distributions from ionization by circularly polarized pulses
have found a number of important applications such as molecular imaging [2–6] and the
subcycle investigation of atomic tunnel ionization dynamics using the attoclock method
[7–9]. In chemistry, multiphoton photoelectron circular dichroism in the momentum
distributions from ionization of chiral molecules is a new tool for chiral recognition
[10–15].
In general, the theory of nonperturbative strong-field ionization is a challenge due
to the simultaneous action of the laser and Coulomb forces, including electron-electron
interaction for multielectron systems. For atoms treated in a single-active-electron
approximation, however, many beautiful results have been obtained in Keldysh-type
theories, see [16] and references therein. One fundamental result concerning circular
polarization is the different ionization rate of atomic p+ and p− orbitals in a field of
given sense of rotation, where p+ and p− denote p orbitals (orbital angular momentum
l = 1) with defined magnetic quantum numbers m = +1 and m = −1, respectively
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[17, 18]. According to the theory, counter-rotating electrons, i.e. with sense of rotation
opposite to the electric field of the applied laser pulse, are freed more easily than corotating electrons. This prediction has been essentially verified in numerical solutions
of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation for a two-dimensional atom in the singleactive-electron approximation [19]. We mention that for sufficiently long wavelengths
and high field strengths, however, the numerical results have shown a different behaviour
arising from the dressing of the orbitals prior to ionization [19, 20]. In practice, strongfield ionization experiments are often carried out with rare-gas atoms where p+ and p−
orbitals are equally occupied in the closed shell of the atomic ground state. Thus, the
experimental verification of the predicted effects is not trivial. In an experiment where
argon atoms were doubly ionized by a sequence of two time-delayed circular pulses with
either equal or opposite helicities, the effect could be observed [21, 22].
The theoretical description of atomic ionization processes requires in principle the
proper treatment of many interacting electrons. However, the time-consuming direct
numerical solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation is not an option for
electron numbers larger than two or three [23, 24]. A well known alternative is provided
by the time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) [25, 26]. It replaces the
many-body Schrödinger equation by a set of single-electron Schrödinger equations,
known as Kohn-Sham (KS) equations, determining the time evolution of single-particle
orbitals in an effective KS potential. The KS potential is, in principle, chosen such
that the total electron density of the Kohn-Sham system reproduces the density of
the interacting multielectron system. In practice, the KS potential is implemented by
using one of the approximations available in the literature. Unfortunately, standard
approximations such as the local-density approximation (LDA) suffer from severe
deficiencies when applied to strong-field ionization. In particular, the substantial signal
of nonsequential double ionization of rare-gas atoms at low laser intensities, leading to
a “knee structure” in the intensity dependence of the double-ionization yield [27, 28],
could not be theoretically reproduced by such an approach [29–31]. Even the singleionization yield is substantially underestimated by the naive TDDFT approach. It has
been realized that these failures are due to the fact that the standard approximations do
not incorporate the correct dependence on the number of bound electrons, which changes
during the ionization process [32]. It is known already from static density functional
theory that the KS potential for fractional particle numbers possesses a discontinuity
when the particle number passes through an integer [33]. Simple approximations such
as a time-dependent Hartree method or LDA depend instead smoothly on the particle
number. Thus they cannot handle, for example, situations where ionization has removed
nearly one electron. In [32] it was shown that the results can be improved by including
a quasidiscontinuous behaviour by hand, leading to a knee structure in the double
ionization yield and to an increased single-ionization yield. Systematic approaches to
construct approximations respecting the discontinuity have been proposed, but have
not yet found wide-spread application in strong-field ionization [34–36]. It should be
noted that the calculation of the single- and double-ionization yields from the density
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is a further issue in TDDFT, which we do not address in depth in the present paper.
For two-electron systems, an adiabatic approach was shown to work well [37]. For
many-electron systems, however, there does not seem to be an easy-to-implement way
to go beyond the “mean-field” approximation which obtains the ionization probabilities
directly from the KS wave function constructed from KS orbitals despite the fact that
TDDFT does not directly ascribe physical meaning to the KS orbitals.
In the present work, we demonstrate the application of TDDFT to strong-field
ionization by circularly polarized laser pulses. Since the nonperturbative numerical
treatment of circular polarization is time-consuming even for one-electron calculations,
we restrict ourselves to a two-dimensional (2D) model atom. Our work can therefore
be viewed as a multielectron generalization of the 2D single-active-electron calculation
reported in [19]. To avoid the known issue of underestimated ionization probabilities we
propose and employ a multielectron version of the ad hoc correction of the KS potential
used in [32]. Essentially our multielectron calculation confirms the m-dependence
of the orbital ionization rate. We demonstrate also the application to double-pulse
irradiation following the experimental scheme of [21]. However, due to a lack of reliable
functionals for calculating the double-ionization probability in a multielectron system,
we are currently not able to reproduce the experimental results. Atomic units are used
throughout this paper.
2. Theory
We consider a 2D model atom with potential
6
(1)
v0 (r) = − √
0.1 + r 2
filled with 6 electrons. In the ground state, the system is spin saturated so that for each
spin projection (↑ and ↓) there are three occupied orbitals. The charge Z = 6 is chosen
to obtain a configuration where the degenerate highest occupied orbitals with magnetic
quantum numbers m = −1 and m = +1 are fully occupied. We refer to these orbitals as
p− and p+ . Their KS eigenvalue, -0.21 a.u. is identified with the first ionization potential
of the model atom. The lowest orbital has zero angular momentum (s orbital). This
model atom can be viewed as the 2D analog to a three-dimensional rare-gas atom.
The time-dependent KS orbitals ϕj (r, t) satisfy the KS equations
∇2
∂ϕj (r, t)
= −
+ vs (r, t) ϕj (r, t)
i
∂t
2
!

(2)

where the spin index is omitted because both spin projections have the same orbitals.
When the system is subject to laser irradiation treated in the dipole approximation, the
KS potential consists of the external potential v0 + r · E(t) with electric field E(t), the
Hartree potential vh and the exchange-correlation potential vxc ,
vs (r, t) = v0 (r, t) + r · E(t) + vh [n](r, t) + vxc [n](r, t).

(3)
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The latter two quantities are functionals of the density n,
n(r, t) = 2

X

j=1,2,3

|ϕj (r, t)|2 .

(4)

Specifically, the Hartree potential is
Z
n(r ′ , t) 2 ′
vh [n](r, t) =
d r.
|r − r ′ |

(5)

LDA
For the exchange-correlation potential, we resort to the adiabatic LDA potential vxc
based on the 2D homogeneous electron gas, using the parametrization given in [38].
As indicated in the introduction, however, the performance of plain LDA for strongfield ionization processes is poor as it misses effects related to the particle-number
discontinuity. In the same spirit as in [32], we therefore introduce an ad hoc correction
factor that multiplies the Hartree-exchange-correlation potential. Thus, in this modified
version of the numerical simulation, we use





LDA
vs (r, t) = v0 (r, t) + r · E(t) + c(N (t)) vh [n](r, t) + vxc
[n](r, t) .

(6)

Here, the argument N (t) of the correction factor c is the number of bound electrons at
time t, which is obtained by integrating the electron density over a small region around
the nucleus. In our 2D simulation, this region is a square with edges from -5 a.u. to
+5 a.u. The function c(N ) is constructed as follows. Its purpose is to compensate for
the loss of bound electrons due to ionization. The main idea is an adiabatic ionization
process in the sense that the remaining ion is created in its ground state. At integer N ,
we require that c ≈ 1, based on the assumption that the exchange-correlation functional
LDA
vxc
[n] is a good approximation for integer particle numbers. For decreasing N , the
(uncorrected) Hartree-exchange-correlation potential decreases and we assume that it
is roughly proportional to N . To compensate this behaviour and thus to maintain the
overall “strength” of the Hartree-exchange-correlation potential until the next integer
particle number is reached, we demand that c ≈ Nint /N where Nint is the next higher
integer number above N . For N < 1, there is no electron-electron interaction in the
bound state. We therefore demand c ≈ 0 for N < 1. For the 6-electron system, all the
above requirements are met by the function
5
X
j
1
1
6
.
(7)
+
6
6
j+1
j
j
j+1
100(
−
)
100( j − N )
N 1+e N 5
+ e100( N − j−1 )
j=2 N 1 + e
The number 100 in the exponents is arbitrarily chosen to achieve a sufficiently fast
change of the function in the vicinity of integer arguments. The shape of the function
c(N ) is shown in figure 1. Calculations according to equations (6),(7) are labelled as
modified LDA (mLDA) in the following.
We study the dynamics in circularly polarized fields of the form E± (t) =
−dA± (t)/dt with
E
(8)
A± (t) = − s(t) [sin(ωt)ex ∓ cos(ωt)ey ]
ω
where ω is the laser frequency, E is the field amplitude and s(t) is the field envelope.
We will mostly use a very short sin2 -shaped envelope with a duration of three optical

c(N ) =

5

Figure 1. The correction c(N ) is used as a prefactor of the Hartree-exchangecorrelation potential in the mLDA method. This plot shows c(N ) versus the number
N of bound electrons.

cycles (see [19] where the same pulse form was used). The ± sign determines the sense
of field rotation. In the following we refer to E+ as right-circularly polarized field and
E− as left-circularly polarized field.
The orbitals are represented on a grid in real space with spacing ∆x = ∆y = 0.15
and 666 points in each direction. The time step for the real-time propagation is
δt = 0.075. The time-dependent propagator Û (t + δt, t) for the KS Hamiltonian
2
ĤKS (t) = − ∇2 + vs (r, t) is implemented as follows [39]:
(

)

(

)

δt
δt
Û (t + δt, t) ≈ exp −i ĤKS (t + δt) exp −i ĤKS (t) ,
2
2

(9)

where ĤKS (t + δt) is evaluated by using the density coming from the approximately
propagated orbitals ϕ̃j according to
ϕ̃j = exp{−i δt ĤKS (t)} ϕj (t).

(10)

Our simulations always start from the ground state, which is obtained in a
self-consistent-field iteration. As mentioned in the introduction, the calculation of
probabilities for single ionization, double ionization etc. from the KS orbitals might
be questioned since only the density provided by the KS system has rigorous physical
meaning. To avoid this problem, we can calculate the total ionization Nion (t) = 1−N (t),
denoting the total number of freed electrons, directly from the density. However, to
judge the ionization behaviour for different angular momenta, it is desirable to obtain
probabilities also for ionization into states with a hole either in a p− or in a p+ orbital.
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To this end, we calculate orbital ionization probabilities ij for each KS orbital ϕj . At
the end of the propagation time, the probability bj to remain bound is approximately
calculated by integrating the orbital density over the small region |x|, |y| < 5 a.u. in
the same manner as described above for the total number of bound electrons. This
leads to raw orbital ionization probabilities i′j = 1 − bj . To improve the accuracy of this
calculation, we compute corrected orbital ionization probabilities ij as
ij =

i′j − i′j (0)
.
1 − i′j (0)

(11)

This accounts for the fact that the box integration yields initial values i′j (0) slightly
different from zero even though the system starts from the ground state. The correction
is relevant only for small applied field strengths that cause only very little ionization.
We then obtain the probabilities h− and h+ of finding the system in a singly-charged
state with a hole in one of the p+ orbitals or one of the p− orbitals, respectively, while
the other orbitals remain bound:
h− = 2i− (1 − i− )(1 − i+ )2 ,

h+ = 2i+ (1 − i+ )(1 − i− )2 .

(12)
(13)

Here, we have used that the model atom has initially two occupied p− and two occupied
p+ orbitals and i− , i+ denote the ionization probabilities for these orbitals. The ratio
of probabilities for generating a singly charged ion with a p− hole or a p+ hole is then
evaluated as
w = h− /h+ .

(14)

This approach essentially identifies the Slater determinant built from the KS orbitals
with the physical state. This approximation is made in addition to the use of an
approximate exchange-correlation functional, while the calculation of the total ionization
does not rely on assigning physical meaning to the KS orbitals. We then compare with
the prediction of analytical theory: according to Barth and Smirnova (BS) [18] (see also
equations (14),(15) in [19] as well as table 1 therein for the explicit expression and for
actual numbers), the ratio R of ionization rates from the counter-rotating orbital and
the co-rotating orbital depends only on the Keldysh parameter
ωq
γ=
2Ip .
(15)
E
The BS result was derived under the assumption of constant intensity within a singleelectron theory.
In the last part of this paper, we calculate single- and double-ionization probabilities
for the ionization of the model atom by double pulses with equal or opposite helicities
[21]. In analogy to the ratio w, this calculation relies on the KS determinant. The
ionization probabilities are obtained from the corrected orbital ionization probabilities
(11) as
psingle = h− + h+ ,

(16)

pdouble = i2+ (1 − i− )2 + 4i− i+ (1 − i− )(1 − i+ ) + i2− (1 − i+ )2 .

(17)
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Figure 2. Comparison of LDA and mLDA calculations for ionization by a rightcircular polarized 400 nm field of constant field amplitude E = 0.09. (a) Timedependence of the x component of the circularly polarized electric field. (b) Total
ionization from LDA (thin black curve) and mLDA (thick blue curve). (c) Orbital
depletion for the p+ (dashed curves) and p− orbitals (solid curves), obtained from
LDA (thin black curves) and mLDA (thick blue curves) calculations.

3. Results and discussion
First, we investigate the ionization of the atom by a multicycle field in order to
demonstrate the difference between the two methods LDA and mLDA. To this end, the
atom is subject to a right-circularly polarized field with 400 nm wavelength and constant
field amplitude of E = 0.09, corresponding to an intensity of 5.7 × 1014 W/cm2 . Figure 2
shows the results. Within the shown temporal range, the total ionization reaches values
above one. LDA predicts a smooth increase of the total ionization with a severe slowdown of the ionization rate once there is appreciable depletion of the initial state. This
is an immediate consequence of the reduced bound-electron charge implying a reduced
effect of the repulsive Hartree potential. Importantly, there is no discernible change of
this behaviour when the total ionization crosses an integer particle number. In reality,
after an electron has been fully removed, further ionization requires overcoming the
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higher second ionization energy of the system. The mLDA result shows this behaviour.
Between values of one and two of the total ionization, the ionization rate is much smaller
than at early times and it slows down much more when the total ionization is near the
value two. Interestingly, the calculation somewhat overshoots the value of one before
the ionization rate slows down. Most likely this occurs because for the considered field
strength, the first ionization step is very fast so that depletion continues before the
electron density corresponding to ionization has had time to leave the core region and
to cause a change of the correction factor used in mLDA. In figure 2(c), the depletion
of the individual orbitals p− and p+ is compared. Here, the depletion is defined as
R
Dj (t) = 1 − |ϕj (r, t)|2 d2 r where the integration is over the entire grid, whereas for the
total ionization in figure 2(b), integration only over the small inner region was used. For
this reason, the initial increase at early times in the plotted orbital depletions is slightly
later than in the total ionization. The s orbital is not included in the figure since its
depletion is negligible. It is noticeable that the mLDA leads to more depletion than
LDA for both orbitals, p− and p+ . Most importantly, we find that in both approaches,
p− undergoes stronger ionization than p+ . This is in qualitative accord with the BS
predictions [18] and consistent with the previous single-active-electron results for the
small-wavelength/low-intensity case [19].
Next, we investigate the ionization by short circularly polarized pulses (three-cycle
2
sin envelope). The ratio of ionization probabilities into states with a p− or p+ hole is
calculated according to Eq. (14). The wavelengths 400 nm, 800 nm and 1600 nm are used
in combination with various field strengths. The resulting ratios are plotted as a function
of the Keldysh parameter, equation (15), in figure 3. One important point to note here is
that the Keldysh parameter is evaluated using the first ionization potential of the neutral
atom although in the TDDFT simulation, higher charge states can be reached depending
on the field intensity. We return to this issue below. For comparison, the analytical BS
result [18] is also shown in the figure. Overall the TDDFT results are in good agreement
with the single-electron theory. We notice that mLDA produces somewhat lower ratios
than LDA so that the agreement with BS improves at small wavelength and worsens
at long wavelength. In the numerical single-electron calculations, see figure 1 in [19],
the ratios are slightly below the BS ratio for almost all laser parameters except small
field strengths. This suggests that the present mLDA results, which are mostly below
the BS ratios as well, are more trustworthy than the LDA results. In the 800 nm data,
we observe that the TDDFT ratio is slightly above the BS ratio for very low Keldysh
parameter. This finding differs from the single-electron result in [19], where the ratio at
low Keldysh parameter falls even below the value one. The behaviour of TDDFT can
be explained by inspection of the total ionization at the various laser parameters, see
the insets in figure 3. For the leftmost points of the 800 nm data, the total ionization is
substantially above one (1.96 and 1.29) in the mLDA calculation. This means that for
these few points it is not quite appropriate to consider just the first ionization potential
for evaluation of the Keldysh parameter. Effectively, the increased ionization potential
of higher charge states implies a higher Keldysh parameter and thus to an increased
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Figure 3. Ratio of probabilities for generating a singly-charged ion with a hole
either in a p− orbital or in a p+ orbital by ionization with a three-cycle right-circular
pulse with wavelength 1600nm (red circles), 800nm (green squares) or 400nm (blue
diamonds) at various field intensities. (a) LDA results, (b) mLDA results. The thick
grey curves give the prediction by Barth and Smirnova [18] for the ratio of ionization
rates. The Keldysh parameter γ is evaluated using the ionization potential of the
neutral atom. The insets show the total ionization (number of freed electrons) as a
function of the Keldysh parameter.

ratio w according to the BS theory. For the other laser parameters used in figure 3, the
total ionization is around or less than one so that using the first ionization potential
is appropriate. Closer inspection of the total ionization from the mLDA calculation in
the inset of figure 3(b) shows a step-like at the Keldysh parameter where the number
of freed electrons Nion is close to 1. This is a consequence of the mLDA construction,
which enforces a rapid change of the KS potential when passing through integer Nion .
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Figure 4. Ionization of the model atom by a two-pulse sequence with equal (rightright) or opposite (right-left) helicities using mLDA TDDFT simulations. The pulses
are three-cycle 800 nm pulses with field amplitudes 0.06 a.u. and 0.09 a.u., respectively.
(a) Time dependence of the x component of the electric field. (b) Total ionization
from equal helicities (solid black curve) and opposite helicities (red dashed curve). (c)
Single- and double-ionization probabilities from equal helicities (solid black curves)
and opposite helicites (red dashed curves).

The LDA results in the inset of figure 3(a) are instead smooth curves without a step.
Ideally, one would like to use TDDFT to successfully describe genuine multielectron
effects such as double ionization. Inspired by the experiment of Herath et al. [21] we
simulate the ionization of the model atom by a sequence of two circularly polarized
pulses, either with equal or opposite sense of rotation of the electric field. According
to experiment and theory [21, 22] for ionization of argon atoms, the yield of doublycharged ions is much higher for opposite helicities because in this case the two pulses
are able to deplete opposite m quantum numbers. Unfortunately, the TDDFT results
(figure 4) do not show any sign of this effect. In fact, the time dependence of the total
ionization in figure 4(b) and the single- and double-ionization probabilities in figure 4(c)
are practically the same for both field configurations. They can hardly be distinguished
on the scale of the graph. We have obtained similar results also for other laser parameters
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(not shown). Most likely, the difference to [21, 22] arises because the Ar2+ ion has a
3
P ground state which is not compatible with removing two electrons with the same
magnetic quantum number m from the neutral atom, while the KS determinant after
ionization naturally includes such contributions. It then seems that the interpretation of
the KS determinant as a physical state can lead to unsatisfactory results. More work will
be needed to construct a proper density functional for double-ionization probabilities.
4. Conclusion
Ionization of multielectron systems by circularly polarized laser pulses is a highly
important topic in current femtosecond and attosecond research. Our work suggests that
time-dependent density functional theory can be successfully applied to such problems
if standard schemes such as the local density approximation are modified to respect
the particle number discontinuity. Our TDDFT results show that angular momentum
orbitals with electrons rotating against the applied field are ionized more easily than
corotating orbitals, in analogy to previous results from single-electron calculations. The
correct prediction of multiple-ionization probabilities within TDDFT, however, will
require more theory development in the future.
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